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We build mobile apps and web apps that grow businesses and launch startups
Find out what we do
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Linkup
Social app, 50k+ downloads from soft-launch.
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PatientGo
Mobile app for patient engagement in 29 languages.
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Monopoly Lifesized
Live-play experience venue, launched in 4 countries.
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Veva
Control your car charger from anywhere in the world.
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Voice-Care
Voice directed medical instructions delivered by headsets.
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Owen Mumford
Bluetooth connected medical injector for high-risk patients.
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Our work
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Healthcare
Healthcare innovation at your fingertips.
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Startups
We build startups that are set for success.
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Businesses
We make sure you're building the right thing.
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Games
Experts in building highly scalable multiplayer games.
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Funding






Talk to us








Linkup
Social app, 50k+ downloads from soft-launch.
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PatientGo
Mobile app for patient engagement in 29 languages.
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Monopoly Lifesized
Live-play experience venue, launched in 4 countries.
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Voice-Care
Voice directed medical instructions delivered by headsets.
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View our portfolio
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We build mobile apps and web apps that grow businesses and launch startups






Work we've done
What we do













Healthcare
Healthcare innovation at your fingertips.
















Startups
We build startups that are set for success.
















Businesses
We make sure you're building the right thing.
















Games
Experts in building highly scalable multiplayer games.





Discover how we help

























Mobile apps and web apps for 

business


growth

Startups / Business Apps /
iOT Controllers / Healthcare Specialists


Book a call today with our CEO











  













→
Are you...









[image: yellow star burst]Looking to launch a product that needs an app?









[image: yellow star burst]Being held back by old
processes and slow systems?









[image: yellow star burst]Building a startup and need people who 'get it'?
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→
Tappable can 

solve

 your business challenges, launch your products, build for your 

success

 & help you innovate


We’re legit 🤝
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Mobile Apps
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Web Apps
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iOT & Connected Devices
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Startup Experts
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Innovation Consultancy
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Staff & Customer Portals
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Sales & Marketing Tools
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Visual Design & UX
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Rapid Prototyping
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Artificial Intelligence




working with us

→
By 

working


with us...
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You get the right thing built


You’re the experts at your business, we’re the experts and putting tech into businesses and building startups.

You leverage our strategic capabilities to ensure what you’re building actually achieves the thing you want it to. We don’t just say ‘yes’, we align what we build to your needs.
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You access over 12 years experience in building tech

Founded in 2011, we have a few projects under our belt.  You get our 12 years of experience for free whenever you work with us.

Your access is to all the learnings of old, and the technologies of new.
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You get people who want you to succeed

Our success relies on your success. So selfishly we’re going to make sure that your project is worthy of our name on it.

Tappable’s people are unique.  Carefully recruited for their energy and dedication to great product design and development.
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04

You will have fun

Tappable’s foundation is that of hard work and great products, and we achieve this by only recruiting people who will fight for you, laugh with you, and have your back.

Relationships are important to us, and the best relationships make you feel good!
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Keep up to date with cool stuff, new trends and stuff you should know about


Please use a valid email format (e.g. example@mail.com)
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→
How does all 

this 

work

 then?


We know you are the kind of business that wants to offer efficient and user-friendly experiences to your customers and staff. The problem is you don’t know which software agencies can be trusted to do what’s best for you.
We believe in building trust by keeping you involved every step of the way (as much as you want to be involved) because that's what we would want. That's why we've created kick ass tech for businesses like Monopoly, Walkers, Warner Bros, Aldi, Syneos Health and many more...
Here's how we do it:




Ideation
& Discovery


We first take your requirements and vision, research your business and present our vision for your web apps or app development backed by data. We’ll let you know you're trying too much or not enough, we're always transparent. Then we collaboratively build the product roadmap.








Design &
Development


The easy bit. Once we know what we’re building is aligned with your goals and business strategy then we switch to delivery mode. Design, Development & Testing. Will full cost control and governance processes in place








Ongoing
Support


Launch is just phase 1, after that we continue to work closely with you on analysing the data, ongoing testing and continued development to build successfully on the foundations we’ve put in place.








our
work
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Syneos Health

[image: ]Illingworth Research


View project







Medical & Healthcare





Syneos Health
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« When I started out it was massively overwhelming but when I found Tappable everything fell into place. Tappable are phenomenal at what they do. I'm so pleased I found them and Sam picked up the phone that day. »
Phil Simms
Chief Information Officer
View project
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Linkup


View project







Startup



Linkup


« Tappable exceeds expectations, refining apps for success without overspending, and perfectly aligning with our vision. »
Ben Whatson
Co-Founder at Linkup Social
View project
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The Path Entertainment


View project







Live Experiences
[image: Monopoly Lifesized]Monopoly Lifesized




The Path Entertainment


« Tappable's exceptional expertise and timely execution helped us launch our innovative London venue. Highly recommended! »
Paul Mansfield
Executive Producer at Path Entertainment Group
View project
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Veva


View project







Electric Vehicles



Veva


« Tappable delivered. Katie led the project brilliantly working alongside our internal team and partners, and from design to development and testing it was so painless. »
Richard
EM-Lite
View project






















  














It could be 

your

 customers, staff, patients, patrons or anyone else using the tech

We build for 

them







Book a call with Sam
See our work


[image: ]"You can’t just 

get in 


a car

 for the first time and expect to drive" 🏎️


Years of getting it wrong as well as right, have taught us a thing or two. We have a simple ethos; only build what you need. We won’t talk you into a load of features you don’t need. We actually help you figure out what you do need through a well refined process. Building a product roadmap to get you from 0-10, there’s 9 steps in the middle you should do first.
Too many products try to do too much all at once, this is not the right approach. Simplify, add value to your users, listen to them, talk to them first. Often businesses are trying to change behaviours, sometimes of people who have been doing something a specific way for decades. You can’t just get in a car for the first time and know how to drive. You’ll just get out and walk, like you have that same route for years.
This analogy works for digital transformation as well as product strategy. Someone walks a 5 mile journey, it might take 1.5 hours, and they’ve done that for 20 years. The car will get you there in 3 minutes, and the person walking knows it, but it’s new, big, scary, and too complicated. They’ll just continue to walk, because that’s what they know. Customers and staff are like this too (because they’re just people!)
Instead, stick them on a bus and show them that a room on wheels speeds things up, then give them a bike, then make that bike electric, then take them as a passenger in the car, then ask them to drive a small automatic.... you get the picture, give them the Ferrari later!
Changing behaviours of your staff, customers, users, the general public etc is a tough ask, they have to see the benefits and value at every increment. Building up to the ‘grand vision’ you have right now.
THIS IS PRODUCT STRATEGY. This is the secret sauce.
So just know that we are on your side, we have the battle scars so you don’t need to. We’ll be in the trenches with you, figuring out how to make your product or new service the best. Consider us your co-pilot, your caddy, your Robin... We don’t care about the spotlight, we care about making sure you win.


Sam Furr
Co-Founder & CEO




Book a 

20 min

 chat with a Tappable 

expert



Why?
Because that's how we change your world together!
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Keep me updated on new cool stuff from the world of tech, and news from Tappable
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Contact us
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shout@tappable.co.uk




Bedford i-Lab, Priory Business Park, Stannard Way, Bedford, MK44 3RZ




LinkedIn






YouTube







Instagram
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5 Essentials for Integrating Mobile & Web Apps in Business
[image: ]We’ll email you the free report
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By clicking “Accept”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy ↗ for more information.
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